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Chapter 5
Installing and administering Active Directory
安装和管理Active Directory   (AD DS)

Objectives in this chapter: 本章的目标

1- Install domain controllers

2- Create and manage AD users and computers

3- Create and manage AD groups and organizational units (OUs)
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 The domain controllers for each 

domain replicate their data 

among themselves for fault 

tolerance and load balancing 

purposes.

 A domain is a logical container 

of network components, hosted 

by at least one server 

designated as a domain 

controller

 AD DS is a directory service 

that enables administrators to 

create organizational divisions 

called domains
Controller

Active Directory Domain 
Services (AD DS)
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Objective 5.3:   Create and manage AD 
groups and organizational units (OUs)

 Within a domain, the primary hierarchical building block is the 
organizational unit (OU).

 When you first install Active Directory Domain Services, there is only one 
OU in the domain, by default: the Domain Controllers OU. All other OUs 
must be created by an AD administrator.

 When you assign Group Policy settings to a domain, the settings apply 
to all of the objects in that domain, but not to the subdomains.

 when you assign Group Policy settings to an OU, those settings apply to 
all of the leaf objects in the OU and are inherited by any subordinate 
OUs it contains. 



1- Creating OUs
 OUs are the simplest type of object to create in the AD DS hierarchy. You 

only have to supply a name for the object and define its location in the 
Active Directory tree.
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 create an OU object by using the Active Directory Administrative Center

The Create Organizational Unit window in the 
Active Directory Administrative Center console 

The New Object – Organizational Unit 
dialog box in the Active Directory Users 

and Computers console 

1
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2- Using OUs to assign Group 
Policy settings
 One of the main reasons for creating an OU is to assign different 

Group Policy settings to a particular collection of objects.

 When you assign Group Policy settings to an OU, every object 
contained in that OU receives those settings, including other 
OUs.

 This enables administrators to deploy Group Policy settings to 
only part of a domain, rather than the entire domain.
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3- Using OUs to delegate Active 
Directory management tasks

 Creating OUs enables you to implement a decentralized administration model, 
in which others manage portions of the AD DS hierarchy, without affecting the 
rest of the structure.

 Delegating authority at a site level affects all domains and users within the 
site.

 Delegating authority at the domain level affects the entire domain. 

 Delegating authority at the OU level affects only that OU and its subordinate 
objects.

 By granting administrative authority over an OU structure, as opposed to an 
entire domain or site, you gain the following advantages:

 Minimal number of administrators with global privileges: By creating a 
hierarchy of administrative levels, you limit the number of people who 
require global access.

 Limited scope of errors: Administrative mistakes such as a container 
deletion or group object deletion affect only the respective OU structure.
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 The Delegation of Control Wizard provides a simple interface you can use to 
delegate permissions for domains, OUs, and containers.

 The wizard interface enables you to specify the users or groups to which you 
want to delegate management permissions and the specific tasks you wish 
them to be able to perform.

 To delegate administrative control over an OU, use the following procedure.

follow steps P299 lab practice.
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The Users or Groups page of the Delegation of  
Control Wizard

 In this procedure, you granted 
permissions over a portion of Active 
Directory to a specified administrator or 
group of administrators.

 Although you can use the Delegation of 
Control Wizard to grant permissions, you 
cannot use it to modify or remove 
permissions.



4- Working with groups
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 for example, you have 25 users in the graphics department who need 
access to a color printer, you can either assign each user the 
appropriate permissions for the printer or you can create a group 
containing the 25 users and assign the appropriate permissions to the 
group. 

 By using a group object to access a resource, you have accomplished 
the following:

When users need access to the printer, you can just add them to the 
group.

Administrators only have to make one change to modify the level of 
access to the printer for all the users. Changing the group’s 
permissions changes the permission level for all group members. 
Without the group, you would have to modify all 25 user accounts 
individually.
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A- Group types
There are two Windows Server 2012 group types: Group type defines 
how a group is used within Active Directory:

 Distribution groups: Non-security-related groups created for the 
distribution of information to one or more persons.

 Security groups: Security-related groups created for purposes of 
granting resource access permissions to multiple users.

 Groups that you use to assign permissions to resources are referred to 
as security groups.

 Administrators make users who need access to the same resource 
members of a security group.

 They then grant the security group permission to access the resource. 

 After you create a group, you can convert it from a security group to a 
distribution group, or vice versa, at any time.
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B- Group scopes
 The group scope controls which objects the group can contain.

 Limits the objects to the same domain or permits objects from 
remote domains. 

 Controls the location in the domain or forest where the group can 
be used.

Group scopes available in an Active Directory domain include 
domain local groups, global groups, and universal groups.
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Domain Local Groups
Domain local groups can have any of the following as members:

 User accounts

 Computer accounts

 Global groups from any domain in the forest

 Universal groups 

 Domain local groups from the same domain

You use domain local groups to assign permissions to resources in 
the same domain as the domain local group.
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Global Groups
Global groups can have the following as members:

 User accounts

 Computer accounts 

 Other global groups from the same domain

 You can use global groups to grant or deny permissions to any 
resource located in any domain in the forest.

 Users with common resource needs should be members of a 
global group to facilitate the assignment of permissions to 
resources.
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Universal Groups
 Universal groups can contain the following members:

 User accounts

 Computer accounts 

 Global groups from any domain in the forest 

 Other universal groups 

 Universal groups, like global groups, can organize users according to 
their resource access needs. 

 You can use them to provide access to resources located in any 
domain in the forest by using domain local groups.

 A key point in the application and utilization of universal groups is that 
group memberships in universal groups should not change frequently, 
because universal groups are stored in the global catalog.
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Nesting Groups
Group nesting is the term used when groups are added as members of 
other groups.

Group nesting reduces the number of times you need to assign 

permissions to users in different domains in a multi domain forest.

To allow users from multiple domains to access a resource in the parent 
domain:

1. Create global groups in each domain that contain all users 
needing access to the enterprise database.

2. Create a universal group in the parent domain. Include each 
location's global group as a member.

3. Add the universal group to the required domain local group to 
assign the necessary permission to access and use the enterprise 
database.
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C- Creating groups
 The procedure for creating groups in Active Directory Administrative Center or 

Active Directory Users And Computers is nearly identical to that for creating OUs.

 When you create a group, you must: specify a name, choose a group type, a 
group scope.

Creating a group in Active Directory  
Administrative Center

The New Object – Group dialog box



CREATING GROUPS FROM THE 
COMMAND LINE
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 The basic syntax for creating group objects with Dsadd.exe is as follows:

dsadd group <GroupDN> [parameters]

 To create a new group object using Windows PowerShell, you use the New-
ADGroup cmdlet, with the following syntax:

New-ADGroup
–Name <group name>
-SamAccountName <SAM name>
–GroupCategory Distribution|Category
–GroupScope DomainLocal|Global|Universal
–Path <distinguished name>

 For example, to create a global security group called Sales in the Chicago 
OU, you would use the following command:

New-ADGroup –Name Sales –SamAccountName Sales –GroupCategory Security –
GroupScope Global –Path “OU=Chicago,DC=Adatum,DC=Com”



5- Managing group memberships

 in Active Directory Users And Computers you must create the group object 
first, and then add members to it.

 To add members to a group, select it in the console and, from the Action 
menu, select Properties to open the group’s Properties sheet and then select 
the Members tab.
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 On the Members tab, you can add objects 
to the group’s membership list, and on the 
Member Of tab, you can add the group to 
the membership list of another group. For 
both these tasks, you use the standard 
Select Users, Contacts, Computers, 
Service Accounts, Or Groups dialog box to 
choose objects.

 Once you enter or find the objects you 
want to add, click OK to close the 
Properties sheet and add the objects to 
the group’s membership list.

The Members tab of a group object’s 
Properties sheet



MANAGING GROUP OBJECTS BY 
USING DSMOD.EXE
 The basic syntax for Dsmod.exe is as follows:

dsmod group <GroupDN> [parameters]

 For example, to add the Administrator user to the Guests group, 
you would use the following command:

dsmod group "CN=Guests,CN=Builtin,DC=adatum,DC=com" –
addmbr "CN=Administrator,CN=Users,DC=adatum,DC=com"
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6- Converting groups
 As group functions change, you might need to change a group object 

from one type to another. 

 You can also change a group’s scope.
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The General tab in a group object’s Properties sheet

 To change the type of a group, open the 
group’s Properties sheet in the Active 
Directory Administrative Center or the 
Active Directory Users And Computers 
console. On the General tab, you can 
modify the Group Type option and click 
OK.
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 The process for changing the group’s scope is the same, except that you 
select one of the Group Scope options on the General tab.

 The AD DS utilities only enable you to perform permissible scope changes.

 Table 5-1 lists the scope changes that are permitted.



7- Deleting a group
 As with user objects, each group object that you create in AD DS has a 

unique, nonreusable SID. WS 2012 R2 uses the SID to identify the group 
and the permissions assigned to it.

 When you delete a group, WS 2012 does not use the same SID for that 
group again.

 Even if you create a new group with the same name as the one you 
deleted, you cannot restore the access permissions you assigned to 
resources. 

 You must add the newly re-created group as a security principal in the 
resource’s ACL all over again. 

 When you delete a group, you delete only the group object and the 
permissions and rights specifying that group as the security principal.

 Deleting a group does not delete the objects that are members of the 
group.
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